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QUESTION 1

A company has an environment that has a single AWS account. A solutions architect is reviewing the environment to
recommend what the company could improve specifically in terms of access to the AWS Management Console. The
company\\'s IT support workers currently access the console for administrative tasks, authenticating with named IAM
users that have been mapped to their job role. 

The IT support workers no longer want to maintain both their Active Directory and IAM user accounts. They want to be
able to access the console by using their existing Active Directory credentials. The solutions architect is using AWS
Single Sign-On (AWS SSO) to implement this functionality. 

Which solution will meet these requirements MOST cost-effectively? 

A. Create an organization in AWS Organizations. Turn on the AWS SSO feature in Organizations Create and configure
a directory in AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active Directory (AWS Managed Microsoft AD) with a two-way trust to
the company\\'s on-premises Active Directory. Configure AWS SSO and set the AWS Managed Microsoft AD directory
as the identity source. Create permission sets and map them to the existing groups within the AWS Managed Microsoft
AD directory. 

B. Create an organization in AWS Organizations. Turn on the AWS SSO feature in Organizations Create and configure
an AD Connector to connect to the company\\'s on-premises Active Directory. Configure AWS SSO and select the AD
Connector as the identity source. Create permission sets and map them to the existing groups within the company\\'s
Active Directory. 

C. Create an organization in AWS Organizations. Turn on all features for the organization. Create and configure a
directory in AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active Directory (AWS Managed Microsoft AD) with a two-way trust to
the company\\'s on-premises Active Directory. Configure AWS SSO and select the AWS Managed Microsoft AD
directory as the identity source. Create permission sets and map them to the existing groups within the AWS Managed
Microsoft AD directory. 

D. Create an organization in AWS Organizations. Turn on all features for the organization. Create and configure an AD
Connector to connect to the company\\'s on-premises Active Directory. Configure AWS SSO and select the AD
Connector as the identity source. Create permission sets and map them to the existing groups within the company\\'s
Active Directory. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/single-sign-on/faqs/ 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements is correct about AWS Direct Connect? 

A. Connections to AWS Direct Connect require double clad fiber for 1 gigabit Ethernet with Auto Negotiation enabled for
the port. 

B. An AWS Direct Connect location provides access to Amazon Web Services in the region it is associated with. 

C. AWS Direct Connect links your internal network to an AWS Direct Connect location over a standard 50 gigabit
Ethernet cable. 

D. To use AWS Direct Connect, your network must be collocated with a new AWS Direct Connect location. 
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Correct Answer: B 

AWS Direct Connect links your internal network to an AWS Direct Connect location over a standard 1 gigabit or 10
gigabit Ethernet fiber-optic cable. An AWS Direct Connect location provides access to Amazon Web Services in the
region it is associated with, as well as access to other US regions. To use AWS Direct Connect, your network is
collocated with an existing AWS Direct Connect location. Connections to AWS Direct Connect require single mode fiber,
1000BASE-LX (1310nm) for 1 gigabit Ethernet, or 10GBASE-LR (1310nm) for 10 gigabit Ethernet. Auto Negotiation for
the port must be disabled. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/directconnect/latest/UserGuide/Welcome.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A company is running a .NET three-tier web application on AWS. The team currently uses XL storage optimized
instances to store and serve the website\\'s image and video files on local instance storage. The company has
encountered issues with data loss from replication and instance failures. The Solutions Architect has been asked to
redesign this application to improve its reliability while keeping costs low. 

Which solution will meet these requirements? 

A. Set up a new Amazon EFS share, move all image and video files to this share, and then attach this new drive as a
mount point to all existing servers. Create an Elastic Load Balancer with Auto Scaling general purpose instances.
Enable Amazon CloudFront to the Elastic Load Balancer. Enable Cost Explorer and use AWS Trusted Advisor checks
to continue monitoring the environment for future savings. 

B. Implement Auto Scaling with general purpose instance types and an Elastic Load Balancer. Enable an Amazon
CloudFront distribution to Amazon S3 and move images and video files to Amazon S3. Reserve general purpose
instances to meet base performance requirements. Use Cost Explorer and AWS Trusted Advisor checks to continue
monitoring the environment for future savings. 

C. Move the entire website to Amazon S3 using the S3 website hosting feature. Remove all the web servers and have
Amazon S3 communicate directly with the application servers in Amazon VPC. 

D. Use AWS Elastic Beanstalk to deploy the .NET application. Move all images and video files to Amazon EFS. Create
an Amazon CloudFront distribution that points to the EFS share. Reserve the m4.4xl instances needed to meet base
performance requirements. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

ABC has created a multi-tenant Learning Management System (LMS). The application is hosted for five different tenants
(clients) in the VPCs of the respective AWS accounts of the tenant. ABC wants to setup a centralized server which can
connect with the LMS of each tenant upgrade if required. ABC also wants to ensure that one tenant VPC should not be
able to connect to the other tenant VPC for security reasons. How can ABC setup this scenario? 

A. ABC has to setup one centralized VPC which will peer in to all the other VPCs of the tenants. 

B. ABC should setup VPC peering with all the VPCs peering each other but block the IPs from CIDR of the tenant VPCs
to deny them. 

C. ABC should setup all the VPCs with the same CIDR but have a centralized VPC. This way only the centralized VPC
can talk to the other VPCs using VPC peering. 
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D. ABC should setup all the VPCs meshed together with VPC peering for all VPCs. 

Correct Answer: A 

A Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is a virtual network dedicated to the user\\'s AWS account. It enables the user to launch
AWS resources into a virtual network that the user has defined. A VPC peering connection allows the user to route
traffic between the peer VPCs using private IP addresses as if they are a part of the same network. This is helpful when
one VPC from the same or different AWS account wants to connect with resources of the other VPC. The organization
wants to setup that one VPC can connect with all the other VPCs but all other VPCs cannot connect among each other.
This can be achieved by configuring VPC peering where one VPC is peered with all the other VPCs, but the other VPCs
are not peered to each other. The VPCs are in the same or a separate AWS account and should not have overlapping
CIDR blocks. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonVPC/latest/PeeringGuide/peering-configurations-fullaccess.html#many-
vpcs-full-acces 

 

QUESTION 5

A company that tracks medical devices in hospitals wants to migrate its existing storage solution to the AWS Cloud. The
company equips all of its devices with sensors that collect location and usage information. This sensor data is sent in
unpredictable patterns with large spikes. The data is stored in a MySQL database running on premises at each hospital.
The company wants the cloud storage solution to scale with usage. 

The company\\'s analytics team uses the sensor data to calculate usage by device type and hospital. The team needs to
keep analysis tools running locally while fetching data from the cloud. The team also needs to use existing Java
application and SQL queries with as few changes as possible. 

How should a solutions architect meet these requirements while ensuring the sensor data is secure? 

A. Store the data in an Amazon Aurora Serverless database. Serve the data through a Network Load Balancer (NLB).
Authenticate users using the NLB with credentials stored in AWS Secrets Manager. 

B. Store the data in an Amazon S3 bucket. Serve the data through Amazon QuickSight using an IAM user authorized
with AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) with the S3 bucket as the data source. 

C. Store the data in an Amazon Aurora Serverless database. Serve the data through the Aurora Data API using an IAM
user authorized with AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) and the AWS Secrets Manager ARN. 

D. Store the data in an Amazon S3 bucket. Serve the data through Amazon Athena using AWS PrivateLink to secure
the data in transit. 

Correct Answer: C 

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/new-data-api-for-amazon-aurora- serverless/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/data-api.html
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/aws-privatelink-for-amazon-s3-now-available/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/AuroraUserGuide/data-api.html#data-api.access 

The data is currently stored in a MySQL database running on-prem. Storing MySQL data in S3 doesn\\'t sound good so
B and D are out. Aurora Data API "enables the SQL HTTP endpoint, a connectionless Web Service API for running SQL
queries against this database. When the SQL HTTP endpoint is enabled, you can also query your database from inside
the RDS console (these features are free to use)." 
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